Don’t Take The Baby

On Sunday, March 25, I borrowed a friend’s bicycle and set out to find the cache, ‘Don’t Take The Baby’, which the website listed at 2.1 miles south of the 08544 postal code area in Princeton. In preparation, I had downloaded the waypoint and mapped the location of the cache, which I pinpointed to the footpath along the Princeton canal fairly close to the country club. However, I miscalculated which side of the canal the footpath would be on and ended up on a detour that took me to Market Fair Mall via a couple of slushy, snake-inhabited woods. When I finally rectified my mistake, I was able to narrow down the location of the cache fairly easily but not before I had sacrificed my body to the poison ivy that encircled it. The cache itself contained items that related in some way to babies and was in the hollow of a fallen tree trunk off the footpath. The detour and the poison ivy notwithstanding, it was a very pleasant experience, especially due to the beautiful weather.

Cache number: GCHDF6

Coordinates: 40.318233°N, 074.668317°W